Time for
optimization
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Cloud-baseret vedligehold

SERTICA Maintenance

Save time and
money with
SERTICA Maintenance
Release resources in the technical
department and extend the lifetime of
your equipment with SERTICA - a flexible
software system that manages, monitors
and documents maintenance tasks in all
types of companies.
SERTICA is aimed at the often hectic life of
a maintenance department and provides
a quick overview of vital information.
With scheduled and condition-based
maintenance, you can follow and optimize
maintenance jobs, equipment, components,
inventory and the purchase of spare parts.
The software is supplemented with ongoing
advice from consultants who know and
understand the tasks and challenges in a
maintenance department.

“Planned maintenance has reduced downtime in the production by 50% and improved the production rate significantly. In addition, SERTICA gives us a better working environment with fewer unexpected tasks.”
DYNAUDIO

SERTICA ensures:

Reduced breakdowns and
downtime
Manage inventory and usage
Maintain knowledge of equipment
and machinery
Create better working conditions
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Key modules in SERTICA Maintenance

Document Management

SERTICA App

Efficient solution to electronically store,
update and distribute documents across
the organization.

Handle maintenance jobs through mobile
devices and reduce the time needed in
front of computer.

What you get:

What you get:

Document content search

Complete and always updated job list

Online access to documents

Mobility, efficiency and availability

Access to the newest version of documents

Faster reaction to maintenance

Key modules

Analytics

Dynamic Dashboard

Analytics is a unique tool that can extract and
analyze any relevant combination of data.
Data is exported from SERTICA to Microsoft
Excel, where it is possible to draw graphs and
pivot tables. With a few clicks you can get
customized reports as “The 10 most expensive
maintenance jobs” delivered directly to your
email inbox.

Design your own dashboards and achieve a
better overview of your data in SERTICA. For
example, your dashboards may contain information about job statistics, Excel graphs, and
KPI highlights. You decide layout and colors
and may include, for example, KPI thermometers, -traffic lights and speedometers.
What you get:

What you get:
Subscription to customized reports
Effective data analysis

Updated overview of your data
Management tool for follow-up
Modern and structured layout of information

Quick identification of operational savings

Forms

Defect Reporting

Simplification of processes with predefined templates for reporting, checklists
and working permits.

Streamline workflows with the registration
of defect reports and service requests electronically to the maintenance department.

What you get:

What you get:

Easy reporting of required documentation

Fewer mistakes and delays

Templates in MS Word and Excel

Easy and direct defect reporting

Automatic import of data

Follow-up on defects in the system

SYNC
SERTICA SYNC synchronizes data between
SERTICA and the company's ERP-systems
without integration problems.
What you get:
Increased automation
Strengthened financial control

Journal

Week Report

Keep track of everything that affects
your workday and the production during
work shift.

Full overview of registered hours, acquired vacations, overtime, participation in seminars and
time off for a single employee - all in SERTICA.

What you get:

What you get:

Overview of all event

Detailed overview of employee registration

Full integration with maintenance

Flexible setup customized to the user

Knowledge sharing between employees

Built-in approval workflow.

One shared data source, including
supplers, inventory, registration of hours
and other master data.

SERTICA can be
connected to other
systems with different
interfaces and thus
become a central system
in your company.
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Funktioner og muligheder

”A typical day for the maintenance technicians
begins with looking at the job list in SERTICA to
get an overview of the day’s tasks. The simplicity
and the overview creates a nice and positive
work environment.”
Tvilum

Maintenance at all levels
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Udfør vedligehold på farten

Maintenance on the go

Use your mobile device as
an important tool in the
operation and maintenance
department
The SERTICA app allows you to manage
maintenance jobs and forms when you are on
the go.
You can create, activate and end jobs from your
SERTICA app. Each job contains a brief job description,
history, and details about them related components. If
you have Form module, you can also create, fill out and
submit forms without attach documentation.

Report errors directly from the SERTICA app. Error
reporting can be ad hoc maintenance jobs, which is
discovered out in the field. Reporting makes it possible to
measure and follow up on unforeseen tasks.
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Matcher alle brancher

”Previously, the maintenance department carried
out “summer holiday maintenance jobs” when large
maintenance jobs required a production stop. Now
maintenance jobs are carried out throughout the year.
This ensures continuity of production throughout the
year. It also makes it possible to carry out preventive
maintenance.”
Xellia Pharmaceuticals

Fits all sizes
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More than just software

More than just
software

SERTICA is more than just a software system. We
believe in collaboration and partnership, and we
know that the right service and support makes all
the difference in the world.

That is why we make it our business to go beyond
what is expected. Our consultants are with you
every step of the way and will help you implement
your solution to ensure a smooth process.
If you have any problems or inquires, help is never
more than a phone call away. We offer consulting,
training courses, and, of course, daily customer
support. Support issues are handled immediately
by software experts who know the solution and
who can offer the very best guidance.

“SERTICA is intuitively designed with a tree structure
which is similar to the pathfinder in a PC system, so it is
very user-friendly and easy to access, and contains all
the functions that we need to meet our needs.”
Associated Danish Ports (ADP)
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SERTICA Maintenance includes document
management, maintenance jobs, inventory, spare
parts components, history and much more. It is
developed in close cooperation with industrial
and maritime customers worldwide and reflects
both the needs of managers and everyday users.
SERTICA is owned by the international concern
RINA which has a global network of 4,000 talented
professionals operating out of 200 offices in 70
countries. We constantly perform technology
scouting for innovative digital solutions to support
our customers in facing the new challenges their
business brings.

RINA DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
Sofiendalsvej 5B
9200 Aalborg SV
Denmark

+45 7214 1214

Singapore

+65 6274 1007

Chile		

+569 7569 3558

sertica@rina.org
sertica.com

